
UNIT -II

UNIT -III

UNIT -IV
Suits in Particular Cases — Suits by or against Government — Suits relating to public matters;— Suits by or against minors, persons with unsound mind, - Suits by indigent persons – Interpleader suits — Incidental and supplementary proceedings - Appeals, Reference, Review and Revision — Appeals from Original Decrees — Appeals from Appellate Decrees — Appeals
from Orders — General Provisions Relating to Appeals.

UNIT –V

Suggested Readings:-

Course Code 8.2

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, PROBATION OF OFFENDERS ACT AND JUVENILE JUSTICE ACT

Pattern of Question Paper

- The question paper shall consists of 80 marks.
- It consists of TWELVE QUESTIONS, out of which Students are required to answer EIGHT Questions in all.
- Question No. 1 is compulsory and it shall consists of TEN Objective/Multiple Choice Questions.
- All Questions carry Equal Marks.


UNIT II: Search and Seizure — Search with and without warrant — Police search during investigation — General Principles of Search — Seizure — Constitutional aspects of validity of Search and Seizure proceedings.


UNIT -IV: Judgment: Form and content -- Summary trial — Post-conviction orders in lieu of punishment — Modes of providing judgment copy — appeals, review and revisions-Reforms in Criminal Procedure Code


Treatment and Rehabilitation of Juveniles —— Protection of Juvenile Offenders —
Legislative and Judicial Role.

Suggested Readings:-

Course Code 8.3
Law of Evidence

Pattern of Question Paper
- The question paper shall consists of 80 marks.
- It consists of TWELVE QUESTIONS, out of which Students are required to answer EIGHT Questions in all.
- Question No. 1 is compulsory and it shall consists of TEN Objective/Multiple Choice Questions.
- All Questions carry Equal Marks.

UNIT -I:
The Indian Evidence Act, 1872 — Salient features of the Act – Meaning and kinds of Evidence — Interpretation clause — May Presume, Shall presume and Conclusive proof - Fact, Fact in issue and Relevant facts — Distinction between Relevancy and Admissibility - Doctrine of Res Gestae — Motive, preparation and conduct — Conspiracy — When Facts not otherwise relevant become relevant — Right and custom — Facts showing the state of mind etc.

UNIT -II:
Admissions & Confessions: General Principles concerning Admissions — Differences between "Admission" and "Confession" — Confessions obtained by inducement, threat or promise — Confessions made to police officer - Statement made in the custody of a police officer leading to the discovery of incriminating material — Admissibility of Confessions made by one accused person against co-accused. Dying Declarations and their evidentiary value — Other Statements by persons who cannot be called as Witnesses — Admissibility of evidence of witnesses in previous judicial proceedings in subsequent judicial proceedings.

UNIT -III:
Relevancy of Judgments — Opinion of witnesses — Expert's opinion — Opinion on Relationship especially proof of marriage — Facts which need not be proved — Oral and Documentary Evidence - General Principles concerning oral evidence and documentary evidence — Primary and Secondary evidence — Modes of proof of execution of documents — Presumptions as to documents — General Principles regarding Exclusion of Oral by
Documentary Evidence.

UNIT - IV:

UNIT - V:
Competency to testify — Privileged communications - Testimony of Accomplice — Examination in Chief, Cross examination and Re-examination — Leading questions — Lawful questions in cross examination — Compulsion to answer questions put to witness — Hostile witness — Impeaching the credit of witness — Refreshing memory — Questions of corroboration — Improper admission and rejection of evidence.

Suggested Readings:

Course Code 8.4
Labour Law-II

Pattern of Question Paper

- The question paper shall consist of 80 marks.
- It consists of TWELVE QUESTIONS, out of which Students are required to answer EIGHT Questions in all.
- Question No. 1 is compulsory and it shall consist of TEN Objective/Multiple Choice Questions.
- All Questions carry Equal Marks.

UNIT-I


UNIT -II


UNIT -III


UNIT -IV


UNIT -V


Suggested Readings

5. K.D. Srivastava, *Payment of Wages Act*
7. S.C.Srivastava, *Treatise on Social Security*
9. V.J.Rao, *Factories Law*
Course Code 8.5

TRIBAL LAWS

Pattern of Question Paper

- The question paper shall consists of 80 marks.
- It consists of TWELVE QUESTIONS, out of which Students are required to answer EIGHT Questions in all.
- Question No. 1 is compulsory and it shall consists of TEN Objective/Multiple Choice Questions.
- All Questions carry Equal Marks.

Unit—I: General Aspects of Tribal Population & Tribal Welfare:

Unit—II Constitutional Provisions for Tribals:
Rights for Social, economic and political empowerment of tribals--Educational and Cultural Rights (Articles 15(4), 29, 46 and 350.)-- Social Rights (Articles 23 and 24)--Economic Rights (Articles 244 and 275), --Political Rights (Articles 164(1), 243, 330, 334 and 371.)--Employment Rights (Articles 15(4), 16(4) and 16(4A).)  Scheduling and De-scheduling of Tribes—Artciles 332 & 366. Administration and control of Scheduled Areas and Scheduled Tribes-- The Fifth and Sixth Schedules of the Constitution,

Unit—III: Tribal Development Policies and Programmes in India:--

Unit IV: Important Legislations relating to Tribals:
_Panchayats (Extension to the Scheduled Areas) Act, 1996 (PESA)_—Principal objects & Salient features.
_Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act 1989_—Objects and Features
_The Scheduled Tribes and other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forests Rights) Act, 2006_—Forest Rights of Forest Dwelling Scheduled Tribes & other traditional forest dwellers--Recognisation of and vesting of forest rights--Duties of holders of forest rights--Diversion of Forest Land for providing facilities to tribals--authorities for vesting forest rights--Procedure for vesting forest rights--Offences and Penalities—Rules.
Unit V: Issues and Concerns:
Impact of Land Acquisition and Mining activities on Tribals--Impact of Forest Policies and Laws on Tribals--Displacement, Restoration and Rehabilitation of tribals--Protection of traditional knowledge of tribal communities

Suggested Readings:
Govind Chandra Rath, *Tribal Development in India: The Contemporary Debate*
V.N.Shukla, *Constitution of India*, Eastern Book Company, Lucknow
Granville Austin, *Indian Constitution-Cornerstone of a Nation*, OUP, New Delhi
OPTIONAL PAPER-I
Course Code 8.6.1
LAW OF TRUST

Pattern of Question Paper
❖ The question paper shall consists of 80 marks.
❖ It consists of TWELVE QUESTIONS, out of which Students are required to answer EIGHT Questions in all.
❖ Question No. 1 is compulsory and it shall consists of TEN Objective/Multiple Choice Questions.
❖ All Questions carry Equal Marks.

UNIT-I

UNIT-II
Rights of Trustees- Title deed- Reimbursement- Indemnity- Seeking direction from court- Settlement of accounts- General authority- Powers of trustees- Sale-Varying of investment- Property of Minors

UNIT-III
Power to compound, compromise and settle- Exercising authority on death or disclaimer of one of the trustees-Suspension of trustee’s power- Disabilities of trustees- Rights of beneficiaries- Rents and profits- Specific execution- Inspection and Information; Transfer- Suit for execution- To have proper trustees- Right to compel the trustee to do the duties- Rights on wrongful purchase or acquisition by trustees- Follow up of trust properties in the hands of third parties- Blending of property by trustee- Wrongful application of trust property by partner trustee for partnership purposes.

UNIT-IV
 Liabilities of Beneficiaries- Discharge of Trustees- Appointment of New Trustees- Extinction of Trust- Constructive trusts: the equitable and fiduciary Relationship- Transfer without intent to
dispose beneficial interest - Trust incapable of execution and trusts executed fully without - exhausting property - the cypress doctrine - Transfer and request for illegal purpose - Transfer pursuant to rescindable contract - Debtor becoming creditor’s representative - Advantage from undue influence - Advantage by qualified owner - Property acquired with notice of existing contract - Purchase by person contracting to by property to be held on trust - Possession of property without whole beneficial interest

UNIT- V
Duties of constructive trustees - Rights of bonafide purchasers - Special legislation - Charitable and religious trust - Registration of public trust - Budget Accounts and Audit - Public Trust Administration Fund - Offences and penalties

Select Bibliography
R.E. Megarry and P.V. Baker, Snell’s principles of Equity (1964)ELBS, sneet and Maxwell.
OPTIONAL PAPER-II
Course Code 8.6.2
Insurance Law

Pattern of Question Paper

- The question paper shall consists of **80 marks**.
- It consists of **TWELVE QUESTIONS**, out of which Students are required to answer **EIGHT Questions in all**.
- **Question No. 1 is compulsory** and it shall consists of **TEN Objective/Multiple Choice Questions**.
- All Questions carry Equal Marks.

UNIT – I

UNIT – II

UNIT – III
UNIT – IV

UNIT – V

Prescribed Books:
3. E. R. Hardy Ivamy - General Principles of Insurance Law, relevant Chapters.